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the air, and vomiting blood:—his hairs clotted with blood,
and blood streaming forth from his two eyes, and drippling
down round his breast like a garland. The .goddess is to
be represented in a standing posture, with her right foot
resting on the back of the lion, and her left on the shoulder
of the demon, round whose neck is twisted the serpent
noose of the goddess, and who is pounced upon by her celes-
tial lion biting at his arm (i—5). This image of Chandika
is to be made as possessing three eyes, fully armed and
crashing the enemy of the God, and is to be worshipped in
the* mystic diagram containing the images of nine lotus
flowers and known as Nabapadma (6), and at the commence-
ment, centre and the Eastern and other quarters of the same
from the representation of the goddess, with the nine tatvas
in turn. The image should be made as possessing eighteen
arms, those on the right carrying a human head, a Khetaka,
a mirror, aTarjani, a bow, a banner, a Damaru, and a noose,
ano the left arms being equipped with the following weapons,
such as spear, club, trident, thunderbolt, sword, pike, arrow,
tJtakraz&& skalakat in the order in which they are enumerated*
The images of the remaining nine manifestations of the
goddess, such as I Rudra Chanda, 2 Prachanda, 3 Chandogra,
4 Chandanaika 5 Chanda, 6 Chandabati, 7 Chandarupa,
8 Atichandika and 9 Ugrachanda shall be made as
jpossessing sixteen arms, by omitting in each image, the
arms holding the Damaru (a little drum) and the Tarfant%
and as having a white red or :yellow complexion like the
substance named Gorochana (7—11). Or they shall be made
of a blue white, yellow or dusky complexion respectively,
riding on a lion, and clenching in their fists the tuft of the
demon's hair, who is to be represented as rushing out of the
fevered body of a buffalo (12). The images of the nine
different manifestations of Durga, should be made as standing
in that particular attitude which goes by the name of
Alirfa (the attitude in shooting, in which the right knee js

